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FULL TRASH CAPTURE SYSTEM (FCS) 

FIELD ASSESSMENT PROTOCOLS  
A Trash Full Capture System (FCS) is a structure installed to capture and retain mobile trash transported 
in urban stormwater. Guidance provided by the California State Water Board continues to evolve, but 
there are two main criteria that must be met for a structure to qualify as a FCS:  

(1) Trap all debris 5mm or greater (2) up to the 1yr/1hr storm magnitude. 

(1) can be accomplished by use of screens, offline sumps that separate debris from flows, or structures 
that can capture the full volume of the 1yr/hr storm. (2) is based on historic local precipitation records 
(NOAA website). The Rational Method can be used to determine the volume of runoff delivered to the 
structure.  

ASSESSMENT TIMING 

Once an FCS has been inventoried in the 2NFORM Trash Module, field personnel conduct regular 
assessments to determine if maintenance is required to restore an FCS performance to meet the 
definition above. The assessment frequency for an FCS is entered in the inventory step and is specific to 
each FCS.  

EQUIPMENT LIST 

Mobile device (iPad, iPhone, Android, etc.) with 
internet access to www.2nform.com.  

 

 

Safety vest 

 

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/docs/trash_implementation/a1_certified_fcd_rev_27jun18.pdf
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/trash_implementation.html
https://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/pfds_map_cont.html?bkmrk=ca
https://www.lmnoeng.com/Hydrology/rational.php
http://www.2nform.com/
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*Not necessary to perform assessments, but field workers may bring along to remove trash from BMPs or use to 
assist with field observation estimates. 

FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

Based on the FCS type and characteristics provided during the inventory process, different FCS field 
observations are required to determine if the FCS is functional (Table 1). The number of screens and 
footprint of the FCS may dictate the number of each observation conducted at a FCS.  

Table 1. FCS field observation(s) based on FCS exposure and presence of a visible screen.  
FCS Exposure Visible 5mm Screen Field Observations 

Open 
Yes 

Screen Clogging 
Screen Damage  
Pieces of Trash 

Volume & Mobility 

No 
Pieces of Trash 

Volume & Mobility 

Closed 
Yes 

Screen Clogging 
Screen Damage 

Percent Full 
No Percent Full 

 

*Trash grabber 
*Gloves 
*5-gallon bucket 
*Measuring tape 
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For all observations, record the answers PRIOR to cleaning or performing maintenance. If 
maintenance is performed while on site, record the Yes/No answer to the maintenance 
question. There is no need to re-assess the FCS. If maintenance is performed at a later time, 
the FCS should be re-assessed with a new assessment date.  

SCREEN CLOGGING & DAMAGE  

In order to capture particles 5mm in size or greater, certain FCS will have a screen mesh installed to 
prevent trash outflow. These screens must be regularly checked that they (1) are free of material to 
allow the stormwater associated with the design storm to pass and (2) do not allow particles greater than 
5mm to pass through.  

1. Record the percent of the screen capacity that is clogged with trash and/or leaf litter. Round to 
the nearest 10%.  

2. Record whether the debris clogging the screen was 
removed at the time of observation, such that less 
than 10% of the screen is clogged. 

3. Record if the screen is damaged such that any holes 
or other deformities that would allow 5mm and larger 
debris to bypass the FCS.  

4. If the damaged screen was repaired at the time of 
observation, indicate such.  

 

PIECES OF TRASH 

‘Trash attracts trash’ and if it is not regularly removed from open air systems, more trash will accumulate. 
With more trash, there is a danger of particles >5mm entering the storm drain system due to stormwater 
runoff or being airborne by wind. The count of trash pieces is one measure of how much trash has 
accumulated in the FCS.  

1. Based on the FCS footprint, the recommended number of observation locations is provided in the 
field data entry form. Table 2 provides the recommended number by FCS footprint.  

Table 2. Recommended number of trash coverage locations based on footprint size. 
Footprint (sq-ft) # of Locations 

< 10 1 

10 – 500 2 
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Footprint (sq-ft) # of Locations 

501 – 2,000 3 

2,001 – 10,000 4 

> 10,000 5 

2. Select observation locations by dividing the FCS into equal sections and identifying the worst 
(trashiest) location within the area to perform counts.  

 

3. Count as many pieces of trash that you see in a 3-foot radius for 20 seconds. Select the category 
that best reflects the amount of trash in that region. Repeat for all locations.  

 

Figure 2: This medium-sized FCS will have 3 surface trash coverage observations.  

Figure 3: In this example, this BMP has a footprint > 500 sq-ft. 
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VOLUME & MOBILITY 

Similar to the trash count, trash volume is an additional measure of how much trash has accumulated 
in the FCS. Mobility is a measure of the threat of the trash being windblown into the storm drain 
system. “Mobile trash” could be anything like loose pieces of paper napkins, chip bags, or plastic 
wrappings that are easily picked up by the wind. 

 

1. Looking at the entire FCS, determine which container could best hold all the trash in the FCS. 
Select the option that best fits.  

a. No Trash 
b. Pie Tin 
c. Shoe Box 
d. A 5-Gallon Bucket 
e. 2 or more 5-Gallon Buckets 

2. Looking at the entire FCS, determine the percent of all the 
trash that would blow away with a moderate breeze.  

a. 0% 
b. 1 – 10% 
c. 10 – 25% 
d. 25 – 50% 
e. >50% 

3. Record whether all of the trash was removed from the FCS at the time of observation.  

PERCENT FULL 

NOTE: Never enter a confined BMP or FCS unless adequately certified to do so.  

Closed FCS are designed with a sump or offline trash storage that must be regularly cleaned so that the 
FCS has capacity to treat subsequent runoff events. Field observations are made within the trash storage 
compartment of the FCS to determine the remaining storage capacity.  

1. Open the closed system FCS to view the storage compartment. Depending on the FCS design, 
this may require removing the manhole cover(s) or observation port cover(s).  

2. Record the percent of the FCS that is full of trash. Round to the nearest 10%. This can be 
estimated visually within the confined space or it can be measured using a stadia rod.  

3. Record whether all of the trash was removed from the FCS at the time of observation.  
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Figure 4: (Left) Drop inlet is about 25% full of trash. (Right) Drop inlet is 100% full of trash. 

Figure 5: In the above picture, the left-most trash trap is 100% full. The right-most trash trap is 10% 
full. 
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